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“Loli: I Love It, I Live with It” 
Exploring the Practice of Nicknaming Mobile Phones 

Marcus Persson, Örebro University  

By exploring the newly identified phenomenon of giving mobile phones 
personal nicknames, the present article contributes with knowledge about the 
socio-material relationships between mobile phones and the self. Building on 
previous research, the study examines typologies and social functions of mobile 
phone nicknames. The study shows how the respondents’ use  mobile phone 
nicknames for interpersonal communication and group identity practices, but 
also to symbolize private relationships with the device in which no other 
human than the name-giver is involved. By examining the respondents’ use of 
the mobile phone, I argue that the role of the mobile phone in the lives of 
individuals is more complex than previously recognized, not only functioning 
as mediator or icon of the self, but also as companion to the self.    

Keywords: human-object relationships, mobile phones, nicknames, survey, 
symbolic interactionism 

As a technical object the mobile phone has undergone some fundamental 
changes over the years. It is no longer simply a device for verbal commu-
nication, but a mobile computer with internet access that enables people 
to do a variety of things in many different settings: shopping for clothes, 
paying for travel, listening to music, viewing movies, managing bank 
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accounts and other e-administration business, communicating via email, 
text/video messages, and social networks, and of course talking to others 
(Rainie & Wellman 2012). Today, there are approximately 5.9 billion 
active mobile phone subscriptions worldwide, covering the equivalent of 
87 % of the world’s population, and the number of subscriptions and 
mobile phones is rapidly increasing (ITU 2011).  

The last decade of academic literature on mobile communication 
technology and society indicates that mobile phones have become inte-
gral to individual activities and habits in virtually all areas of everyday 
life: work, family, sociability, emotions, consumption, administration, 
health, education, entertainment, news, play, fashion, and identity man-
agement (Castells et al. 2007; Glotz, Bertschi & Locke 2005; Goggin 
2006; Ito, Okabe & Matsuda 2005; Katz 2006; Katz & Sugiyama 2006; 
Ling 2004; Ling & Campbell 2010; Ling & Pedersen 2005; Vincent & 
Fortunati 2009; Westlund 2010). Research in these areas generally treats 
mobile phones as interpersonal mediators, i.e. as space–time adjusting 
technological devices that affect how individuals communicate and 
manage interpersonal relationships in numerous interrelated ways (Bolin 
2004; Fortunati 2001; Thulin & Vilmerson 2007; Wajcman, Bittman & 
Brown 2008), and as identity-markers, or symbolic extensions of the self, 
used for self-presentation and in identifying others’ cultural or societal 
status (Green 2002; Katz 2006; Lemish & Cohen 2005; Skog 2002). 
This article focuses on a less developed area in existing research into 
mobile phones, namely, the socio-material relationship between the mo-
bile phone and the self.  

Existing research into human-object relationships involving mobile 
phones identifies certain changes in the self – emerging from the possi-
bility of performing a multitude of tasks on the move, wherever and 
whenever it suits the individual’s agenda and needs (e.g., García-Montes, 
Caballero & Pérez-Álvarez 2006, 78). The rationale for having one’s 
mobile phone accessible at all times, ready to be used, can, argue García-
Montes, Caballero and Pérez-Álvarez, lead to a more flexible understand-
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ing of time as a sort of extensive present. Thulin and Vilmerson (2007), 
in a longitudinal study of Swedish urban youth, observed this phenome-
non, identifying an emerging impulsive and hasty decision-making prac-
tice. They also observed increased dependency on the mobile phone 
among the studied youth. Another change in the self, discussed by 
García-Montes, Caballero & Pérez-Álvarez (2006, 76f ), concerns how 
individuals construct feelings of safety in relation to the mobile phone. 
In modern risk society (Beck 1992), the mobile phone can function as a 
talisman protecting against diverse risks, real or imagined, by being the 
first thing the individual can reach to for help. In addition, emotional 
attachment to the mobile phone has been discussed by several researchers 
(Hulme & Peters 2001; Oksman & Rautiainen 2001; Plant 2002; 
Vincent 2005), who claim that mobile phone loss can create genuine 
feelings of loss among heavy users due to the “organic nature of young 
peoples’ relationship with the mobile phone” (Oksman & Rautiainen 
2001, 11). In this regard, Satomi Sugiyama (2009, 93) argues that “the 
youths in Japan are developing attachment to the mobile phone itself … 
because they start blurring the lines between the perpetual contact with 
their relational partners that the mobile can offer and the machine itself.” 
Against this background, the present paper contributes to the body of 
knowledge of what García-Montes, Caballero and Pérez-Álvarez (2006, 
78) call “the dialectical relationship between the self and the mobile 
phone” by exploring a newly identified phenomenon, the practice of giv-
ing mobile phones personal nicknames.  

The practice of nicknaming mobile devices was first recognized by 
O’Neill et al. (2006), who collected over 1700 Bluetooth names given to 
mobile phones in a study in the UK. They found various examples of 
how people use Bluetooth names for mobile phones to project identity 
and to engage with others whilst enjoying a cloak of relative anonymity. 
Two researchers involved in the first study, Kindberg and Jones, later 
(2007) conducted a follow-up study to better understand why people use 
Bluetooth names. Related to Goffman’s (1959) notion of back versus 
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front regions, Kindberg and Jones examined how people used Bluetooth 
names to reach out to and contact strangers in the front region, and to 
communicate more discreetly with peers in the back region. Kindberg 
and Jones (2007, 334) concluded that the use of Bluetooth names given 
to mobile devices represented a distinctive, partially embodied paradigm 
of identity projection in pervasive communication. As such, nicknaming 
practices were explored exclusively as an interpersonal practice. Building 
on and complementing Kindberg and Jones’ findings, this article focuses 
on the nicknaming of the material device itself.    

The article begins with an account of previous research into nicknam-
ing practices, followed by a presentation of the interactionistic frame-
work of the study. In the third section, the respondents’ choice of mobile 
phone nicknames are observed and classified. In the fourth section, the 
social, interpersonal, functions of mobile phone nicknames are exami-
ned. And in the fifth section, based on the respondents’ use of their mo-
bile phone seen through the perspective of symbolic interactionism, I dis-
cuss the role of the mobile phone in terms of being a ‘companion’.   

Previous Research into Nicknaming Practices 
In essence, a name is a symbolical tool for identification and classification 
(Levi-Strauss 1966), helping people to create meaning and order in the 
social world. Nicknames serve the same purpose but are at the same time 
something additional to a name. The word nickname, deriving from the 
Middle English eken, Old English eacan, means “to add to or augment”. 
An ekename was an additional name given to a person over and above his 
or her legal names – an “also name” (Skipper & Leslie 1990b).    

Studies of nicknaming practices from various disciplines have shown 
that naming practices are often associated with domains of language use. 
For example, nicknaming practices are frequent in gangs (Rymes 1996; 
Zaitzow 1998), the army (Potter 2007), in sport teams (Kennedy & 
Zamuner 2006; Skipper 1984), in political arenas (Adams 2009; 
Lieberson 2007), within the family (Blum-Kulka & Katriel 1991; 
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Goitein 1970), in the domain of the school (Crozier & Dimmock 1999; 
Eliasson, Laflamme & Isaksson 2005; Kolawole, Otuyemi & Adeosun 
2009; Starks & Taylor-Leech 2011), as well as in virtual settings, such as 
Bluetooth practices (Kindberg & Jones 2007; O’Neill et al. 2006) and 
online communities and games (Alderman 2009; Bechar-Israeli 1995; 
Hagström 2012).  

Looking at the previous research about interpersonal nicknaming 
practices, one can conclude that nicknames function as a powerful tool 
for both self and other identification. The holder of the nickname usually 
has very little or no control over the designation and its use. Although 
cultural differences in nicknaming practices can be observed (Liao 2006; 
Wardat 1997), recurrent nickname typologies seem to exist independent 
of cultural borders (Crozier 2002; Crozier & Dimmock 1999; de Klerk 
& Bosch 1996). Nicknames relate to the personal attributes of the 
bearer, and as such, create expectations about her in various settings. 
More specifically, nicknames tend to relate to (a) their bearers’ physical 
characteristics (e.g. weight, height, or hair color), or to (b) their personal 
habits and mental traits. Some relate to (c) personal histories including 
cultural or ethnic background, while others include (d) rhyme play or 
hypocoristic renditions of personal or family names (Alford 1988; Breen 
1982; Crozier & Skliopidou 2002; Fortado 1998; Nicholls 1995; 
Skipper & Leslie 1990a; Starks & Taylor-Leech 2011).  

From a sociological perspective nicknames are often used to distin-
guish those inside a group, or a community, from those outside it 
(Kenny 1961; Loizos 1975). In Nicknames: Their Origin and Their Social 
Consequences by Morgan, O’Neill and Harré (1979) the social system of 
nicknaming among children of various ages is investigated. The practice 
of nicknaming people starts early in life: Morgan, O’Neill and Harré 
(1979, 31) observe that in cultures as diverse as Britain, Mexico, and 
Japan, parents use as many as nine distinct nicknames for their infants in 
their first year of life. The nicknaming of small children serves, argue 
Morgan et al., to establish a special, personal, and intimate relationship 
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with the subject. However, the authors also demonstrate that nicknames 
can be used as tools for stigmatization. In other words, social nicknaming 
practices fulfill both inclusionary and exclusionary purposes.  

Morgan, O’Neill and Harré (1979, 141) also identify “a widespread 
practice among children of naming familiar things with suitable human 
names”, but since nicknaming objects is not central to their research, 
they only acknowledge the ubiquity of the phenomenon and briefly cite 
a few examples, such as children’s nicknaming of stuffed animals. This 
lack of interest for research into nicknaming practices for material objects 
is unfortunately common. Historical literature studies on the naming of 
various famous artifacts exist, e.g. the linguistic interpretation of the 
name of King Arthur’s sword Excalibur (Wright 1993). But since the 
aim of this article is to explore contemporary nicknaming practices for 
mobile phones, I will not pursue the biographical perspective on specific 
artifacts. Instead, I turn to studies on another contemporary commodity 
that sometimes gets a personal nickname – the car.  

Besides being a mean of transportation affecting the infrastructure of 
whole societies, the car acts as vessel for values, norms, and ideals (Marsh 
& Collett 1986; Miller 2001; Sachs 1984). Cars can also have nicknames 
(Manning 1974). The most recent study, the Car Names Report from 
NCP (2011) – a consumer research survey into 3000 drivers’ car-naming 
habits in the UK – found that six in ten among the respondents had 
named their car at some point. Among those who had, famous names 
appear a big influence in car naming. Almost a quarter of drivers said 
they liked to name their cars after celebs, film stars or pop stars, while 
eleven percent named them after cartoon characters (thereafter 
footballers and politicians). The choices of nicknames for the cars follow 
certain logic, forming a basic typology of car nicknames. In order to 
further explore nicknaming systems in regard to material objects, I will in 
the present article adopt the four types of references for choosing 
interpersonal nicknames found in previous research; i.e., physical 
characteristics; personal habits and mental traits; personal histories; and 
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rhyme play or hypocoristic renditions of personal or family names, as 
coding scheme for the nicknames in the web survey.   

The Car Names Report (NCP 2011) also identifies different reasons 
for naming the car. Some of the respondents said that having a name en-
courages them to look after it more, while some stated that their “partner 
put them up to it” and some did it “for the kids”. In other words, the 
study identifies both reasons based on interpersonal relationships (‘part-
ner’, ‘kids’) as well as relationships towards material objects themselves 
(‘caring for the car’). Furthermore, one in five said they are “too embar-
rassed” to admit to people they have named their car, and one in six said 
they refuse to call their partner’s car by its name. These findings indicate 
that nicknames of cars can function as a symbol of a personal relation-
ship between the owner and the material object itself. In this way, the 
findings from the Car Names Report show resemblance to the identified 
functions – the inclusionary and exclusionary aspects – of interpersonal 
nicknames found in previous studies (Kenny 1961; Loizos 1975; 
Morgan, O’Neill & Harré 1979). In this article I will discuss both inclu-
sionary and exclusionary aspects of nicknaming practices of mobile pho-
nes, however, and in line with the general aim of this article, I will pay 
special attention to the personal, or private, relationship between the self 
and the material object. 

Theorizing Nicknames and Material Object Relationships 
In much anthropological and sociological writings, material objects have 
mainly been discussed in terms of their roles within consumption or gift 
systems (Appadurai 1986; Belk 2001; Bourdieu 1984; Douglas & 
Ischerwood 1979; Komter 2001; McCracken 1990; Wallendorf & 
Arnould 1988; Warde 1997). Social theory of materialism also includes 
an interactionistic vein which considers material objects as mediators, 
extensions of self, and inter-actants (Csikszentmihalyi & Rochberg-
Halton 1981; Dant 1999; Goffman 1959; Miller 1998; Pels, 
Hetherington & Vandenberghe 2002; Tian & Belk 2005; Turkle 2011). 
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It is within the latter tradition the present study positions itself, by 
adopting the perspective of symbolical interactionism for studying 
nicknaming practices of mobile phones. This perspective rests on three 
basic tenets: people behave toward objects according to the meanings the 
objects have for them; such meanings are created by social interaction 
among people; and, the individual subsequently learns such meanings 
through a dynamic and interpretive process which is applied to every-
thing encountered during the experience of living (Blumer 1969). The 
applicability of symbolic interactionism to the study of materialism is 
apparent from the words of Blumer: “[people] live in worlds of objects 
and are guided in their orientation and actions by the meanings of these 
objects” (1969, 21).  

A key notion within symbolic interactionism is the significant symbol, 
which is anything with a shared meaning to a group of people or 
collectivity (Mead 1967/1934, 71f, 181f ). It may be an object, gesture, 
sound, person, event, or any other thing; its distinctiveness lies in the fact 
that it means the same thing to most members of a group or collectivity 
(Mead 1967/1934, 67ff ). The significant symbols of a community are 
closely linked to its social institutions. Common reactions among the 
members of a group or society constitute the basis for social institutions 
and significant symbols. From the perspective of symbolic interaction-
ism, mobile phone nicknames can be understood as significant symbols, 
at least so long as it is shared among a group of individuals. As discussed 
in the last section, cars can be nicknamed as part of the constitution and 
maintenance of interpersonal relationships. However, the Car Names Re-
port (NCP 2011) shows that one in five respondents said they were too 
embarrassed to admit to people they have named their car, and one in six 
said they refused to call their partner’s car by its name. Findings like this 
indicate the presence of a private relationship to the device itself worthy 
of a personal nickname, or symbol, without the need and interference of 
other humans. Even in the present study, as I will show, mobile phone 
nicknames are both shared within a group, and sometimes kept secret from 
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others. These symbolical actions signify the existence of both inclusive 
(mediating) and exclusive (private) relationships with the mobile phone.   

Before Blumer (1969) coined the term symbolical interactionism, 
George Herbert Mead put forth the idea of the significance of bodily 
interactions with non-human objects for the development of self and 
identity (Mead 2002/1932; 1972/1938), e.g. showing how material 
objects play a central role in the constitution and maintenance of social 
identities, and provide the self with a stable and familiar environment 
through the tactile acts of touching and grasping (c.f. also McCarthy 
1984; Persson 2007). Driving his intersubjectivist analysis deep into 
primary socialization, Mead connected the constitution of the object 
with the constitution of the individual’s own body, or as Joas puts it: 
 

The breakthrough for Mead’s theory of the constitution of the object came, 
then, when he recognized that the cooperation of the hand and the eye 
creates ‘things’, permanent objects, only when the capacity for role-taking, 
which has been developed in social intercourse, is also utilized in the 
individual’s dealings with non-social objects. (Joas 1997/1980, 153) 

 
According to Mead (2002/1932, 137, 140ff ), a thing with an ‘out-

side’ is a thing that responds with its material surface and material pro-
perties towards the actions of the individual. An object with an ‘inside’ is 
on the other hand an object that the individual does not need to see or 
put his hands on in order to know and predict how it will respond to 
different bodily actions. When Mead speaks about the inside of a thing, 
he refers to a material object that is familial and well-known. This means, 
for instance, that the person who reaches out to grasp a mobile phone 
already has adjusted her or his bodily actions before gaining physical 
contact with the material surface of the object. A thing’s inside is in 
Mead’s (2002/1932, 137; 1972/1938, 188) writings intimately associ-
ated with what he calls the ‘role’ or ‘perspective of the thing’. Mead 
(1972/1938, 152) states about the relation to material objects: “Through 
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taking this attitude of the object, such as that of resistance, the organism 
is in the way of calling out its own further response to the object and 
thus becomes an object”. As the key concept in Mead’s theory, role 
taking refers to the human ability to identify oneself with the actions or 
responses of ‘others’, which is to put oneself in the situations of others, 
trying to look at the world from their perspective. It is evident that, as 
Joas (1997/1980, 156) underlines, “commerce with things, too, like 
social intercourse is dependent on anticipatory role-taking” which “en-
ables us to adjust in advance our own behaviour to the expected behavi-
our of whatever that is confronting us, and so to deal with things in a 
considered and planned manner.”  

It should also be stated that Mead distinguishes between taking the 
role of ‘concrete’, or ‘particular’, other, and the ‘generalized other’ (Mead 
1967/1934, 152ff ). While the attitude of the generalized other is the 
abstract attitude of the whole community (e.g. involving traditions, 
norms, and values of the society), the attitude of the concrete other is the 
attitude of a singular and particular other – a particular individual or 
material object which, of course, is part of a community but at the same 
time holds unique attitudes and values in relation to the actor. Having 
said this, it is possible to conclude that each individual or material object 
that is familial to me is the vessel of both generalized (collective) and 
particular (individual) meanings. Or put differently: the mobile phone is 
filled with both collective and individual attitudes – it is both a mobile 
phone and my mobile phone. The idea of the attitude of the concrete 
other can be seen in the light of how other scholars have discussed the 
attachment to specific objects, e.g. Csikszentmihalyi and Rochberg-
Halton (1981) speak of ‘valued material possessions’, Wallendorf and 
Arnould (1988) speak of ‘favorite things’, and Belk (1988) of ‘loved 
objects’. The common denominator of all these formulations is that they 
emphasize “the idea that object preference is built up after purchase 
through a dialectic process in which meaning and affect are transferred 
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between individuals and objects over time” (Wallendorf & Arnould 
1988, 543). 

The Web Survey 
This study was born while scanning the latest news on Facebook. On 12 
August 2010, I spotted the following question on the Sony Ericsson 
Facebook wall: ‘Has anyone ever given their phone a name? If so, what 
was it? If you had to give it a name, what would it be?’ The company’s 
questions elicited 734 comments and 1359 ‘likes’. I was intrigued by the 
questions and answers and, since I was blogging at the time, I wrote a 
blog post on the subject. However, I wanted to delve deeper into the 
subject. Since Sony Ericsson had already provided a window of 
opportunity, I decided to freeload on their initial Facebook question and 
try a fairly unconventional research method. 

A Facebook profile was set up presenting information on the study 
and a link to an external web survey. Thereafter, I started the work of 
contacting the 734 people who had left comments on Sony Ericsson’s 
question. However, due to individual privacy settings the message could 
only be sent to about half those who had posted comments. The message 
was published repeatedly, together with links to the Facebook profile and 
to the external web survey, on several Facebook pages of relevant mobile 
phone telecom companies such as Apple, Blackberry, HTC, Nokia, 
Motorola, and, of course, Sony Ericsson.       

The web survey comprised 21 questions. The first part of the quest-
ionnaire posed demographical and background questions; then followed 
questions about the respondents’ social habits using mobile phones and 
other information and communication technologies. The third and 
major part of the questionnaire focused on the respondents’ mobile 
phone use and nicknaming practice, including the choice of name and 
the context in which the respondents used their mobile phone’s nick-
name. The web survey, which was active for six weeks, was completed 
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by 41 individuals who have had at least one mobile phone with a 
personal nickname.  

The method made it impossible to obtain a controlled sample. People 
from all over the world completed the questionnaire. Most respondents 
came from the USA, Europe, and Southeast Asia; they were 16–48 years 
old (median, 26 years) and 67 percent were male and 33 percent female. 
Most respondents were living alone, in urban environments, and were 
well educated: 15 percent had a master’s degree, 50 percent had studied 
two to four years at university, and 35 percent had finished college. The 
majority (75 percent) of the respondents were single. Furthermore, when 
controlling for the respondents’ social use of their mobile phones – 
number of text messages and phone calls – it is clear that the respondents 
used their mobile phones as most people do, i.e. in line with interna-
tional statistics. The average number of sent text messages among the 
respondents was ten per day, which is about the same in both US and 
Europe (comScore 2011, 22; Smith 2011), and the number of mobile 
phone calls the respondents made per day was four, again, comparable to 
statistics in the US and Europe (the Carphone Warehouse 2007; 2008; 
Smith 2011).       

Due to the method and the non-controlled sample of respondents, 
the collected data are of descriptive character only (Dahmström 2011; 
Djurfeldt, Larsson & Stjärnhagen 2003). Additionally, several questions 
in the web survey have been defined as open-ended questions, permitting 
a respondent to provide an unstructured response of varying length and 
detail. The open-ended questions are essential to this survey in order to 
gather information about the respondents’ choice and use of nicknames, 
as well as to explore different dimensions of the respondents’ experiences. 
The answers to the open-ended questions have not been coded according 
to any pre-defined scheme; instead the answers have been treated as 
qualitative text data (Jackson & Trochim 2002). 
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Findings I: Choosing a Nickname for the Mobile Phone 
In this first empirical section I will interpret and discuss the respondents’ 
choice of mobile phone nicknames according to the four categories for 
creating nicknames that was identified in previous research about 
interpersonal nicknaming practices: (a) physical characteristics, (b) per-
sonal habits and mental traits, (c) personal histories including cultural or 
ethnic background, and (d) rhyme play or hypocoristic renditions of 
personal or family names. 

A) Nicknaming a mobile phone based on its physical characteristics is 
one of the more common practices. It is a simple nicknaming practice, in 
which the nicknames reflect the surface appearance of the objects in one 
way or the other. These nicknames generally speak for themselves, for 
example, a black mobile phone will receive a nickname associated with 
the color black, such as “Shadow”. Other mobile phone nicknames in 
this category are “Mr White”, “Sona” (means gold in Hindi), “Big”, or 
“Bling” as explained in this illustrative example:  
 

Sometimes when we look at a phone we feel something.. that makes us to 
give some specific names. for example when i first bought my k700i and 
open it, it was shining its colour (silver) makes me to take a close look on 
it so i use to call it BLING 

 
B) Mobile phones can also be nicknamed according to their perceived 

personality or mental characteristics, referring to their most striking ‘inner’ 
characteristics. This was indeed a common way of nicknaming mobile 
phones in the study; for example, “Jukebox” referred to a mobile phone 
used mainly as a music player, and “Cybershot” got its nickname for being 
the first mobile phone incorporating a five-megapixel camera. Nicknames 
such as “Freak” and “Hanger” refer to devices that behave in unexpected 
and undesired ways, while robust devices get nicknames such as “Godzilla” – 
after being dropped several times and still functioning – and “Memoire”, for 
a mobile phone acting as a substitute memory for the owner. 
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C) Regarding nicknames referring to personal histories including cul-
tural or ethnic background, these take various forms, but in all cases the 
owner projects his or her personal history onto the mobile phone. For ex-
ample, one respondent from Nepal named his two mobile phones after 
two of the highest mountains in the Himalayas, “Sagamartha” and “An-
napurna”. An Indian man calls his mobile phone “Hafeez” after a famous 
Indian cricket player. A Japanese woman calls her mobile phone “Shini-
gami”, after the Japanese god of death, because she is “into anime”. Yet 
another respondent calls his mobile phone “Sukie” after his favorite song, 
“Sukie in the Graveyard”, by the indie pop group Belle and Sebastian.                                                

D) The fourth category of nicknaming – rhyme play or hypocoristic 
renditions of personal or family names – is also apparent in the collection 
of nicknames. When used for mobile phones, this mode of nicknaming 
results in abbreviations and modifications (often humorous) of the brand 
or model of the device. For example, “Sexio” is short for Sony Ericsson 
X10, and “I-Do-U” is short for the original model name of the Idouc905 
mobile phone. The names “Eric” and “Erica” are other plays on the Sony 
Ericsson brand name, and there are many other modifications of various 
specific model names, such as “Vegaz”, “Laura”, “Kovsky”, and “Rachel”.  

Looking at the nicknames given to mobile phones from the perspec-
tives of the four categories of nicknaming practices, one can conclude 
that people create and give nicknames to humans and mobile phones in 
very much the same way. Having said that, a number of nicknames 
found in the study do not fit the four categories, being more familial in 
character, such as “My Baby”, “My Heart”, “Junior”, “The One”, 
“Jaanu” (‘my dear’ in Hindi), and “My Hearty”. These nicknames share 
the trait of reflecting a loving and intimate attitude toward the object; they 
do not so much reflect the owner’s personal history as symbolize a familial 
relationship. Or put differently, these nicknames do not indicate a reflection 
of the self, but rather a relationship involving only the device and the name-
giver. And as such, these nicknames symbolize a private relationship with 
the material object, which can be said to constitute a fifth category of 
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nicknames – a category that bear resemblance to what Morgan, O’Neill and 
Harré (1979) identifies as the function to establish special, personal, rela-
tionships to other persons like those of family or old friends. 

Findings II: Social Functions of Mobile Phone Nicknames 
Having discussed different types of nicknames, I will in this section ex-
plore different type of relationships in which mobile phone nicknames 
are used among the respondents. Based on previous research, the social 
functions of interpersonal nicknames can be of both inclusionary and 
exclusionary character, e.g. they can function as linguistic tools for crea-
ting borders between insiders and outsiders (Blum-Kulka & Katriel 
1991; Goitein 1970; Rymes 1996; Zaitzow 1998), and for stigmatization 
as well as for establishing and marking special and personal relationships 
(Morgan, O’Neill & Harré 1979). Regarding nicknaming of material 
objects, the NCP’s Car Name Report (2011) indicates similar aspects 
when observing car names used openly within the family, and car names 
used privately between owner and car. I will in this section take a closer 
look at the relationships in which mobile phone nicknames are used.  

The following question was put forth to the respondents: ‘Do you call 
your mobile phone by its nickname in front of other people?’ Three alter-
native answers were given: ‘Yes’, ‘no’, and ‘only in front of friends’. The 
number of responses is almost equally divided between the three alternatives.  

One third of respondents answered ‘yes’, meaning that they used their 
phone’s nickname in public. Respondents in this category left comments, 
such as:  
 

No special meaning... but good open for conversation 
 

What model is your phone? Mine is the I DO U lol 
 

It’s not from serious attachment, but to parody people who give their 
things names with some profound meaning 
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Based on such answers I understand this way of using mobile phone 
nicknames as the most public of the three alternatives. The findings are 
similar to what Kindberg and Jones (2007) observed: that individuals 
used Bluetooth mobile phone names in making contact with strangers, 
with the purpose of acting as an ‘ice-breaker’ between strangers. Used in 
this way, the function of a mobile phone nickname is to make contact 
and possibly create relationships with other people, and as such, the 
mobile phone is acting as an interpersonal mediator.    

One third of the respondents only used their phone’s nickname ‘in front 
of friends’. Again, the question and answers bear resemblance to Kindberg 
and Jones’ (2007) findings that people used Bluetooth names in order to 
communicate discreetly with peers. In the present study, the respondents 
within this category left comments, such as: 
 

just came up with [it] for fun since some of my friends gave theirs a name 
 

I bought it together with my boyfriend at that time, we bought 2 exactly 
same phones 

 
cos buzby used to be the bird in bt adverts and my family called it that so 
i did too                                                                                                                                          

 
I understand this way of using mobile phone nicknames as filling a 

group dynamic function, i.e. as a way to mark and strengthen social 
bonds within a group (Morgan, O’Neill & Harré 1979). The use of 
words in the respondents’ narratives, such as ‘friends’, ‘boy/girlfriend’, 
and ‘family’, are all expressions of interpersonal relationships that the 
mobile phone nickname serves to symbolize and uphold. As a social 
group practice, the nickname is used as an interpersonal, yet private 
matter within a specific group or community. The mobile phone acts as 
an interpersonal mediator within this practice.    
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Finally, one third of the respondents answered ‘no’, meaning that the 
nickname of their phone was private, only used by oneself in relation to 
the phone. Respondents in this category left comments such as: 
 

Cause it’s my best loyal friend 
 

I make them as my best friend so i give they nickname 
 

As with the group practice, the word ‘friend’ is used in several of the 
narratives by the respondents, but this time representing a quite different 
actor, namely the device itself. This function of the nicknaming practice 
was not subject to research in Kindberg and Jones’ (2007) study. The 
NCPs’ Car Name Report (2011) on the other hand shows the practice of 
private nicknames between the owner and machine: some people in the 
report said they were too embarrassed to admit to people they have 
named their car, and some said they refused to call their partner’s car by 
its name. This way of using mobile phone nicknames do not include 
other people; its function is not to create and maintain relationships to 
other people but rather to other material objects. The social functions of 
mobile phone nicknames within interpersonal relationships are two-
folded: people want to interact, make contact with interesting strangers, 
and strengthen and monitor established relationships with friends and 
family. However, in order to understand the motive for giving one’s 
mobile phone a secret, or private, nickname, I will in the next section 
discuss the mobile phone as a multipurpose tool, integrated into the 
fabric of everyday life, and its role as ‘companion’. 

Findings III: The Role of the Mobile Phone as Companion 
The survey contained several questions about how and why the respon-
dents use their mobile phones in various situations throughout a regular 
day and what individual needs and desires the device is perceived to 
fulfill in the respondents’ everyday lives. To no great surprise, many 
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respondents emphasized the importance and value of the mobile phone 
as a device for interpersonal communication and relationships, e.g.: 
 

It keeps me connected to people and i can send or communicate with them 
in the shortest amount of time 

 
Hand in hand with findings from other studies (Thulin & Vilmerson 

2007; Wajcman, Bittman & Brown 2008), several of the respondents use 
the mobile phone as a tool for micro-coordination in work and private 
life, e.g.: 

 
With 4 boys its essential to me in case they need to get hold of me 
 
The idea of micro-coordination involves the softening of schedules, 

i.e. as a more individualized and flexible way to organize meetings and 
schedules ‘on the fly’. As a tool for interpersonal communication and 
micro-coordination, the mobile phone acquires a mediating role. And as 
a mediator, the mobile phone can also function as an icon of self, i.e. as a 
tool for expressing identity and individuality in relation to other people 
(Ito, Okabe & Matsuda 2005), e.g.: 

 
It’s my way of expressing my individuality, my likes and dislikes 
 
My PHONE is like my clothes 

 
Many of the respondents also emphasized the importance of the 

mobile phone as a tool for games, music, videos, administration, infor-
mation, and e-business (such as mobile banking and shopping), e.g.: 

 
Almost all my transactions [are] done with my cellphone 
 
its an entertainer to me because i can play music and games 
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The common denominator of such activities is that they do not 
require the cooperation with other humans, but are carried out by the 
respondents in interaction with their mobile phone. Most of the 
respondents’ named several (interpersonal and socio-material) uses of the 
mobile phone in their answers, as in this illustrative example of the 
multipurpose mobile phone:  
  

My phone have it all: Notepad. Camera. Clock. Calculator. Txt. Call. 
Video Cam. USB Storage. My Minibrowser. Math Converter. TV-
Player. Music Player. Radio Ready. My Mirror. My Wallet. My Friend. 
My Halflife. My Brain. My Companion. 

 
The success story of the mobile phone lies not in any single technical 

function but in the multitude of functions – like a Swiss army knife 
(Satyanarayanan 2005) – and in the “integration of the mobile phone 
into the fabric of everyday life” (Wajcman, Bittman & Brown 2008, 
639). With every new generation of mobile phones, paired with 
increasing mobile phone services and omnipresent connectivity, the more 
needs and desires the device fulfils in the lives of individuals (comScore 
2011; Rainie & Wellman 2012). And the more integrated in everyday 
life the device becomes, the more important and precious it becomes for 
preserving the individual’s way of life (Persson & Eriksson Björling 
2011) – illustrated in the following narrative:  
 

My cellphone has become a part of my life. It accompanies me in a lot of 
ways, when i [am] alone in someplace and if i feel bored it is my 
entertainment and it helps me to keep friends in touch. totally i love my 
cellphone a lot. 

 
From the perspective of symbolic interactionism an individual atta-

ches meaning to a mobile phone through interaction with it; symbolical 
meaning that in turn affects the individual’s perception of and actions 
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towards the object. Or put differently: humans fill up the inside of 
material objects with meanings, emotions, memories, and attitudes and 
sometimes bestow upon them powers to which they become subject 
(McCarthy 1984). As stated in the theory section, these attitudes, or 
roles, can be of concrete character (specific individual attitudes) and 
generalized character (the internal organization of individual attitudes) 
(Mead 1967/1934, 152ff ). While the attitude of the generalized other is 
the abstract attitude of the whole community, e.g. involving meanings 
and usage of mobile phones in society, the attitude of the concrete other 
is the attitude of a singular and particular other, e.g. involving meanings 
and usage of my particular, unique mobile phone.  

Based on Mead’s theory, it is possible to argue that the generalized 
attitude of the mobile phone is of mediating character. The device (in 
general) is both ‘loaded’ with technical functions (Gross & Bertschi 2006) 
and filled with symbolical meaning, which together turn the device into a 
tool for interpersonal communication and micro-coordination, as well as a 
tool for expressing identity and individuality in relation to other people. In 
other words, the generalized role of the mobile phone can be that of a 
mediator, or icon of self. However, as expressed in many of the respondents’ 
narratives about their use and perceived value of their own mobile phone – 
as ‘assistant’, ‘partner’, and ‘friend’ – the mobile phone can also play a 
different role in relation to the owner, namely as a ‘companion’. 
 

werever i go it goes wit me, I feel safe as itz d closest thing i can reach to 
make a call for help or any such reasons. whether i want to play games, 
know my ways or even hang out with wen alone itz the reason i want to 
have it with me.   

 
The word ‘companion’ is used by several of the respondents when 

they describe their use and need of their mobile phone in everyday life. I 
understand this role as a concrete role, i.e. as the role of a concrete 
material other. This role is made possible by the device’s technical 
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function and available mobile services. By being a constant follower to 
the owner, integrated in the fabric of everyday life, the device assists the 
owner in a multitude of tasks at different places and times. And by doing 
so, the device is also filled with individual, personal meanings, and 
perceived – as in the next narrative – as ‘part of life’.   
 

It is very important for me … as it is part of my life. … it’s always in my 
hand or in my pocket … some cellphones will become very close and [it] 
feels like it is a part of life. 

 
It is in the role as companion to oneself that I understand the socio-

material relationship between the owner and the mobile phone that for 
some individuals can result in a secret, or private, nickname. Or put in 
Meadian terms: When an individual is taking the attitude of the concrete 
mobile phone, she is putting herself into the perspective of that particular 
mobile phone. If she uses and perceives the mobile phone as a ‘friend’, or 
‘companion’, the attitude of the mobile phone will be that of compani-
onship to oneself, i.e. the owner will perceive herself, through the per-
spective of the mobile phone, as a companion to the device. Moreover, to 
place oneself into the perspective of the device will require a symbol of 
some sort; in this case the nickname acts as symbol. If the nickname is 
shared among other individuals, it is to be considered a significant 
symbol (with shared meaning), but even if the nickname is of private 
character, it will still constitute a symbol, used for role-taking between 
the owner and her mobile phone. 

Conclusion 
People do not only give nicknames to their children, or to companion 
animals, but some also to ‘companion objects’, i.e. material objects that 
they hold dear and that are of special personal importance to them in 
their everyday life. In this article I have explored the practice of nicknam-
ing mobile phones. In line with previous research on nicknames of both 
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humans and objects (Blum-Kulka & Katriel 1991; Goitein 1970; 
Kindberg & Jones 2007; Morgan, O’Neill & Harré 1979; Rymes 1996; 
Zaitzow 1998), I have shown how individuals use nicknames for inclu-
sionary purposes, e.g. as ‘ice-breaker’ between strangers, as well as for 
exclusionary purposes, e.g. as a social group practice. In both aspects, the 
mobile phone functions as a mediator of interpersonal communication 
and the nickname of the device functions as a significant symbol in com-
munication between individuals. 

Adding to the body of previous research, this study contributes with 
knowledge about private nicknaming practices of material objects. From 
the perspective of symbolic interactionism, I understand the identified 
private relationship with the device as an exclusionary socio-material re-
lationship in which no other human than the name-giver is involved. In 
this relationship the material object does not only function as inter-
personal mediator or icon of self, but also as companion; a role that 
involves being physically close to the owner, singularized, and symbo-
lically and emotionally cherished for its ability to fulfil and cultivate 
individual habits and characteristics independent of place and time. 
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